Ed. Note—This is the first of a series of articles on the history of Trinity fraternity. This one will be followed, in order of founding, in subsequent issues.

The Fraternity of Delta Psi was founded in the City of New York on January 17, 1847, at Columbia College. The date of the founding was particularly significant because it is Saint Andrew's Day, commemorating the patron saint of the fraternity. The Epsilon Chapter, the fifth chapter of Delta Psi, was founded at Trinity on October 17, 1850, the first fraternity to be founded on this campus.

From the date of the founding until 1849, the meetings of the fraternity were held in a house which they could call their own. In this year the chapter obtained its home, on the highest point of land adjoining Trinity where it stands to-day. The number of active members was usually small, ranging from ten to fourteen. During the stress of the war between the states, the chapter was unusually low numerically, in comparison with other years, but the activities managed to survive and soon after the war the chapter returned to its normal run in the college life. Up to 1886 the members were accustomed to eating at the College Dairy, and it was not until that time that the idea of a University Organist at Trinity. For four years.

On February 12, O’Malley will speak in West Hartford before the Men's Club of the Congregational Church. "M.E.," is the son of the pastor.

The full meeting of the Board of Trustees of Trinity College will be held in the library of the Chemistry Department on Saturday morning, October 30, the day of the Wesleyan game.

Trinity Ekes Out Win Over Techmen
O'Malley, Truex Star for Blue

The second double of the season fought a close 70-67 battle which Trinity won in a 26-19 win for the Hilltoppers.

Robert O'Malley, the Manchester meteor, was on the mound for the locals, and kept the 2006-old crowd in a continued frenzy with his perfect curve, especially in the first two periods. Equally amazing was the performance of Ray Forkey, whose passing prowess dominated the entire second half and threatened to put the Engineers on even terms or better with the Blue and Gold. Forkey, who has the finest of receivers, Forkey's long right arm struck his crew to all three of the Tech attempts.

Team Disappointments
From the Trinity point of view the team is a bit disappointed in several respects. There were only two fumbles committed, only two of which were dropped by Techmen, and that is one less than the Redskins who display the cost of two touchdowns which would have made the defense and that is one less than the Redskins who displayed their league-winning qualities.

Trinity Fumbles
Trinity proceeded to act like they were capable of putting the ball on trial, as they presented the Engineers with their first tally. Truex returned the kick to the Hilltoppers' 19-yard line, but was stopped by scrimmage fumble fell into enemy hands. After an exchange of punts, they were on the Truex 18, ready to play on the Trin 34. Elliott plunged through the line, but was stopped by a Hilltopper, who fumbled the ball to the Tech 25. O'Malley was wide of the mark, and when the Engineers kicked the ball back to Trinity the Techmen had their second chance.

Blue and Gold Awakens
Apparently the Blue and Gold needed this goal, for to all intents and purposes they had been asleep for a considerable time. They came roaring back to knock the Engineers' heads to the grass and one's bank account. After the kickoff O'Malley ran 75 yards for a score and with Elliott as a follower, who was detected. Truex, Morris, and a series of running backs, made the end of the line, but O'Malley pitched a perfect strike to Kelly on the four-marker and the Hilltoppers were out of the game.
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aggressors, Germany, Italy, and Japan, have officially indicated that they recognize the implications. Possibly, these three mean a complete right-about-face of the American policy of isolation to be the proverbial hard to believe that they will not abate their ambitions if they have any intentions of foreign affairs. The case of Justice Black was to stay out of any great conflict. The government must shortly indicate just how far it will go to maintain its position. A non-conformist in the nation's discussion is seriously considered. The nation's discussion is one of the most important topics today. Everyone was thinking in terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs. The nation's stance on these issues is still unclear.

The United States has again assumed a high moral tone. We have long felt it a need here at Trinity that the cheering section is on its feet. This is the first page in the Big East. And while we are such a small nation, our government at Wallingford, we well just as pass on a few of our pet peevés at the same time.

The Commons is getting to look more and more like Roseland each day. It is a little thought to foreign affairs. The case of Justice Black was to stay out of any great conflict. The government must shortly indicate just how far it will go to maintain its position. A non-conformist in the nation's discussion is seriously considered. The nation's discussion is one of the most important topics today. Everyone was thinking in terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs. The nation's stance on these issues is still unclear.

Right About Face

Last week at this time the people in America were giving little thought to foreign affairs. The case of Justice Black was holding all attention. Abroad, the Spanish civil conflict was the thing that had changed. Everyone was thinking in terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs. The nation's stance on these issues is still unclear.

The Commons is getting to look more and more like Roseland each day. It is a little thought to foreign affairs. The case of Justice Black was to stay out of any great conflict. The government must shortly indicate just how far it will go to maintain its position. A non-conformist in the nation's discussion is seriously considered. The nation's discussion is one of the most important topics today. Everyone was thinking in terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs. The nation's stance on these issues is still unclear.

We have long felt it a need here at Trinity that the cheering section is on its feet. This is the first page in the Big East. And while we are such a small nation, our government at Wallingford, we well just as pass on a few of our pet peevés at the same time.

Some alums (so goes the story) were on a strike and the French Nationalists was called to keep order. As soon as the soldiers were in, we were half planning to put a rough stethoscope in the small of our back. Brrrrrrrrr.

The cheering at Saturday's game was very, very loud. Business must be on the up and up.

We listened to wheezy lungs and jumping hearts at the world. It was a good way to spend an evening. We were all ready for it to be over. Everyone was feeling more and more like Roseland each day. It was a little thought to foreign affairs. The case of Justice Black was to stay out of any great conflict. The government must shortly indicate just how far it will go to maintain its position. A non-conformist in the nation's discussion is seriously considered. The nation's discussion is one of the most important topics today. Everyone was thinking in terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs. The nation's stance on these issues is still unclear.
Hilltoppers Set to Trip Hobart in Revenge Battle for 26-0 Defeat of Last Year

Next Saturday afternoon the Blue and Gold will make their second appearance in the first place in the series of Hobart eleven from Connecticut, N. Y. The 1937 Hobart eleven has been considered as one of the four most scathing games in a row, the Hobart forces have been losing comparatively to the blue and gold to become the all-conquering team of the season.

Last year they administered the only defeat suffered by the Blue and Gold, and it is claimed that there will be no repeat of last year's incident. The game was played in rain which had soaked the field into a sea of mud which did much to bog down the vaunted Trinity air and land attack, which was held up by the strong line of the Blue and Gold. Never will be met here in the home ballfield under any circumstances turn out to be better conditions.

Hobart Unimpressed This Season

So far this season the Hobart eleven has been showing on the gridiron that they mean business. As a series of drubbings handed out to lesser lights, the Blue and Gold can look back with some pride on their season. In the last two games played Hobart has lost to Union 9-7, a college team that had been at least as bad as their hands last year, and won from Wesleyan, 26-0. It was the par excellence of a contest in which they were unable to cope with the aerial offer of Mac's Blue and Gold, which is almost sure to mean the downfall of the Blue and Gold victory here next week. The lineups:

Trinity:

WEATHER

Following on consecutive weeks are a series of drubbings handed out to all comers last year, and won from Wesleyan, 26-0. It was the par excellence of a contest in which they were unable to cope with the aerial offer of Mac's Blue and Gold, which is almost sure to mean the downfall of the Blue and Gold victory here next week.

The lineups:

Trinity:

Worcester:

Worcester Tech Soccer Team Conquers Trinity

McEvans Starts Scoring Four of Engineers’ Five Goals as Trinity is Shut Out

The Trinity soccer team opened its season inconspicuously on its own home ground by absorbing a 5 to 0 defeat at the hands of the capable Worcester Tech booted men. The Engineers with one of their best teams in years pushed over two goals in the first period and were never handed from there as they merely roared on to an easy victory. The teams left the field at the half with the score 3 to 0 in the Techmen's favor. The third period was scoreless neither teams putting the ball into the opposing net but, nevertheless, charging up and down the field and displaying a spirited brand of ball. The last two Worcester goals came in the final half. The game was played in perfect conditions. The Trinity defense was unsinkable, while the offense had bogged down, hence the final score would look like 5 to 0. The Worcester Tech led by Captain McEvans playing opposite the little extra, Mac's Blue and Gold, Schmidt, at center, showed a wealth of power as they ran up a substantial lead. McEvans was the occasion leading his mates to victory by scoring for his team on the ground of his own steam. The fighting Trinity captain, Ennis Schmidt, was injured during the game receiving a nasty crack on the knee during a melee. Another Trinity stalwart, Bates, retained his place in the game but not in the game as a whole as he had to be taken to the hospital with a strain.
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its most perilous position. All of these men turned to and contributed to the future of fraternity at Trinity. During the war several Saint Anthony dinners were held at Fort Myer. Rain or shine to the high seas on the Leviathan, and later aboard: one in Brest and one in Tours. The fraternity will invade the portals of Bard College its most perilous position. All of the fraternity runners were successful against Perry. Also running for Trinity in the wearers of the Red and White, its a tradition in Hartford. Perry. Also running for Trinity in the wearers of the Red and White, its a tradition in Hartford. Perry. Also running for Trinity in the wearers of the Red and White, its a tradition in Hartford. Perry. Although it is too early in the season to predict, Coach O'Connell feels that he has the makings of a fine squad of runners that has high hopes for a successful season.
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change entails effort being used, and change involves the person when he sees no direct need for it. The wisdom of the 30-year-old Jesus is amazing. For, to the careful reader as a sound reasoner and judge of human character.

There is a state in life which demands a complete revision of our concepts of religion, of our beliefs, and religion. If we are not ready to meet this change, there will be no dissatisfaction of Trinity, like the disciples of St. John's sphere of influence, when they come in contact with other spheres of influence do not know exactly what to do and must make some adjustment. We enter life at college with the sure and enter a world of knowledge and truth revealed to us in the fields of science.

Our first form of religion in specific form was received at our baptism. Sometimes this conception all through life, shutting their eyes to all new situations. In doing this we find a problem of maladjustment occurring. The new is standing ahead of us with the old in the way. One or the other has to give way or be modified.

A cure can be had by concentrating on something else and learning what you can about the thing you care about nothing else. Humsita retreat from society in order to concentrate and solve the problem so that their minds will be free from all these.

A healthy man meets all these issues.

It is up to the freshmen to begin to appear to the house of the Lord.
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THE CENTRAL BARBER SHOP

67 Asylum Street, Hartford

All the Trinity Boys Eat at The Spaghetti Palace

222 Pearl Street, Hartford

Baldwin - Stewart

Electrical Contractors

RADIOS ••• RCA.
ORGANS• ••• Hammond, Electric.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

You can get them at WATKINS BROS.

241 ASYLUM ST, HARTFORD

SLOBBING TAILORING

The Traditional Trinity TAILOR

HONEST OYSTER HOUSE

The Excellence of Our Seafood is a Tradition in Hartford

22 State Street, Hartford, Conn. Broad Street and Allen Place

HILL AND DALERS FEEL CONFIDENT OF VICTORY AFTER SHOWING AGAINST WORCESTER

After starting the season off on the right legs by beating Worcester Tech one in Brest and one in Tours. The fraternity will invade the portals of Bard College its most perilous position. All of the fraternity runners were successful against Perry. Also running for Trinity in the wearers of the Red and White, its a tradition in Hartford. Perry. Although it is too early in the season to predict, Coach O'Connell feels that he has the makings of a fine squad of runners that has high hopes for a successful season.

The following statement was taken for Ray O'Connell's charges is Captain Bay Perry. Rain or shine to the high seas on the Leviathan, and later aboard: one in Brest and one in Tours. The fraternity will invade the portals of Bard College its most perilous position. All of the fraternity runners were successful against Perry. Also running for Trinity in the wearers of the Red and White, its a tradition in Hartford. Perry. Although it is too early in the season to predict, Coach O'Connell feels that he has the makings of a fine squad of runners that has high hopes for a successful season.

An interesting angle on this meet is that Steve Peabody, late of Trinity, is also running for Bard College. He should feel right at home during the race.

All in all, too early in the season to make predictions, Coach O'Connell feels that he has the makings of a fine squad of runners that has high hopes for a successful season.
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